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As we close the book on 2022 we reflect on a year in which most
markets and most aspects of the multifamily industry slowed
significantly from the meteoric growth we experienced from the
second half of 2020 through the end of 2021. Operating
fundamentals declined as occupancies continue to retreat from
2021 record highs. Rents rose in the first half, albeit at a slower
pace, but rents have declined nationwide since peaking last June.
Despite the decline, the average net effective rent in most markets
remains well above its pre-pandemic levels and the compound
growth of the past three years in all but a few coastal markets will
reflect one of the strongest three year periods in history for rent
growth. 
 
But if 2022 taught us anything it was that most aspects of our
industry (and society at large) regress to a mean and return to
normal overtime. COVID-19 has become normalized and travel,
gathering and socializing has returned. Monetary policy and the
days of zero interest rates are beginning to normalize and return
closer to a long term average, although this return will continue to
be fraught with volatility and derivative impacts on the economy. 
 
The US economy fell into a recession this year, albeit a slight one,
and we will likely experience another period of shrinking economic
activity before the next prolonged growth cycle. However, on the
tails of such extreme volatility and growth in 2020 and 2021, a
correction was needed to return to stable and sustainable growth. 
 
As with any economic disruption, the current shakeup will likely
yield the transformation of many industries. The death of the office
and the hybrid or remote work experience has been widely covered
but other fundamental shifts including heavier reliance on virtual
touring, shorter and flexible lease terms and changing housing
preferences are likely to be generational shifts for our industry.
Continued technological advancements will reshape our industry
and all society, especially as companies look to operate in a more
lean and conservative manner in the face of economic headwinds. 

Multifamily operations experienced a drastic turnaround in 2022,
and while some data points remain strong at the market level, the
speed and severity of fundamental deterioration is something the
industry has not experienced in at least 15 years. No one predicted
that 2022 would be the same as 2021, but the slowdown, especially
in the second half of the year, turned out to be much faster than
anticipated. Looking ahead to 2023, I expect a return to normalcy
in terms of the seasonal trends in multifamily. 
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TRAFFIC,  LEASING AND CONVERSION

2022 AVERAGE TRAFFIC PER WEEK

Apartment traffic is the first indicator of future fundamental
performance, and my expectations for a normal seasonal trend in
2023 are predicated off the traffic performance in 2022. Of all
metrics, traffic had the most “normal” year last year, with weaker
traffic in Q1 followed by increasing traffic throughout Q2 and Q3
and another softening as the year wrapped up. As we move into
2023, I anticipate the traffic patterns will trickle down to leases
signed, occupancy and rent performance in the coming months.
 
Despite the significant slowdown in rent growth and occupancy
across much of the sunbelt and southeast last year, demand
appears to remain heavily concentrated in Texas, Florida, Georgia
and the Carolinas. San Jose, California has led the nation in traffic
for much of the year, with each property averaging more than 10
tours per week at both the beginning and end of 2022. But after
San Jose, the next 7 leading traffic markets are located in the
southeast. Dallas and Houston had very strong years for traffic,
with each market averaging more than 8 tours per property per
week for much of the year. Traffic has been weakest in small
markets including Albuquerque and Tucson, as well as coastal
gateways including New York and Boston. 
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As a further indication that demand is beginning to stabilize and
return, 26 of the top 30 markets ended 2022 with higher average
traffic than the beginning of the year. Even markets like Phoenix
and Riverside, which were hit hard in terms of rent and
occupancy, saw traffic pick up substantially over the course of the
year. 

CHANGE IN TRAFFIC FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER 
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Leasing patterns followed a similar trend, with Texas and
southeast MSAs averaging the most leases signed per property
per week. Austin, Texas continues to be one of the most attractive
markets from a leasing perspective and it finished the year
averaging 2.8 new leases signed per property per week. Houston
and Dallas also saw strong leasing activity throughout the year.

New York, San Francisco, Boston and Los Angeles remain toward
the bottom of our rankings in terms of new leases signed per
property per week. The lower than average traffic figures in these
markets combined with weak leasing activity ranks them among
the worst performing markets from a conversion ratio perspective.
These markets are not adding new stock at the same rate as fast
growing sunbelt markets, which is allowing occupancy to remain
steady, however the outlook is bleak for most gateway markets as
we move into 2023. Significant business and regulatory pressures
will continue to lead to a steady trickle of outmigration towards
the southeast and southwest, and while the highly predicted
demise of the big city will not likely happen, I expect it will be a
slow bleed for many of the most densely populated areas of the
country.

Small markets with both low traffic and low leasing including Salt
Lake City and Tucson top the conversion ratio rankings, followed
closely by high demand sunbelt markets Charleston, San Antonio,
Jacksonville, and Austin. 
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Of all the metrics tracked by Radix, occupancy had the most
consistent and negative performance throughout 2022. Over the
past 12 months, the national occupancy rate fell 125 basis points,
ending the year at 94.4%. With the exception of a minor increase
in May and June, occupancy fell almost every week of the year.
The second half of the year saw occupancy drop quickly as the
economy shifted rapidly. 

OCCUPANCY

NATIONAL OCCUPANCY RATE
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Almost all markets mirror the national trend, as occupancy
dropped across the country. At the beginning of 2022, 25 of the
top 30 markets had occupancy rates above 95%, but as the year
concluded, only 5 of the top 30 maintained occupancy levels
above 95%, and 9 of the top 30 markets had occupancy below
94%. Every single market in the top 30 reported occupancy
declines for the year.

A slight glimmer of hope for demand in the gateway markets
emerged as the top markets for lowest occupancy decline were
New York, San Jose, Boston, San Francisco, and Washington.
Gateway markets tend to have higher than average occupancy
rates, and the slower decline in these markets indicates that
some demand remains. Los Angeles and Chicago were also in the
top 10 for lowest occupancy declines, as occupancy fell roughly
1% in each of these markets. 

OCCUPANCY

2022 OCCUPANCY CHANGE
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Conversely, Las Vegas, Phoenix and Riverside all saw occupancies
fall by more than 2% last year. These three markets were some of
the best performing locations during the pandemic as people fled
high density markets along the west coast. Occupancies and rents
jumped quickly, however the significant occupancy drops last
year indicate that these markets may have only been short term
destinations for many domestic migrants. Phoenix and Las Vegas
also have significant supply pressures that will continue to
dampen rent and occupancy.

Overall, occupancy will likely continue to soften, however the
pace of declines appears to be slowing. If the last few weeks of
2022 are any indication, demand for multifamily hasn’t
completely deteriorated, and I expect 2023 will look like a normal
leasing year. Rents and occupancies should rebound in the spring
and early summer, although there may be additional declines
before we reach a bottom. 

OCCUPANCY

2022 YEAR-END OCCUPANCY RATE
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NER ended the year up 3.7% nationwide, and while that aligns
with a pretty typical year for multifamily rent growth, it falls well
short of the 22% national rent growth we saw at the end of 2021.
Rents grew throughout the first half of the year but reversed
course significantly starting in July and have been falling quickly
since then. On a year-over-year basis, rent growth has fell
consistently throughout 2022. 

NET EFFECTIVE RENT

NET EFFECTIVE RENT

YEAR-OVER-YEAR NER GROWTH
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If 2021 was the year of the sunbelt, with markets in Florida, Texas
and the Carolinas reaching astronomical rent levels well above
30% year-over-year, 2022 proved to be the year of the western
markets, with some notable exceptions. Chicago led all markets
with 10.4% rent growth as the Windy City benefited from re-
densification. San Jose, Portland and Salt Lake City also
performed extremely well last year given the slowing economy
and softening apartment market. Each MSA recorded annual rent
growth of 5.5% or higher.

While these western markets performed well, San Francisco and
Los Angeles, remain mired in a slog as demand has greatly waned
in the west coast gateways. San Jose continues to benefit as some
tech workers are returning to the office and more people prefer
suburban communities, but San Francisco has been hit by
continued outmigration. After being one of the slowest growing
metros in 2021, San Francisco’s rents fell 2.4% in 2022. Los
Angeles only managed 80 basis points of NER growth this year.

NET EFFECTIVE RENT

ANNUAL NER GROWTH
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The gateway markets weren’t the only places to experience
negative rent growth last year, in fact 10 of the top 30 MSAs saw
rents fall on an annual basis. Las Vegas, Nashville, Phoenix,
Jacksonville and Atlanta, 5 of the best performing markets from
2021, all saw rents drop 2.7% or more last year. Las Vegas was hit
particularly hard, with rents falling 7.6%.

Looking ahead to next year, I expect new supply to return to the
forefront as a key driver of market performance. Many of the
sunbelt markets have been adding significant amounts of new
apartment stock through the pandemic, and as demand tightens,
rent growth and occupancy in these markets will also suffer. I also
expect MSAs in highly regulated states like California, Oregon and
New York to underperform. Salt Lake City is a market that seems
poised to continue its strong performance with a healthy balance
of economic growth, population growth and supply allowing rents
to increase above average.

The U.S. and global economy is undoubtedly cooling, and there
will continue to be volatility throughout 2023. Multifamily
fundamentals will continue to soften in almost all markets, as
layoffs continue, and economic uncertainty persists. Yet, the more
things change economically, the more things appear to stay the
same in terms of high-level trends in multifamily. I expect
outperformance in secondary markets, mostly in the southeast
and southwest. Major demographic shifts do not change quickly
and the migration of both businesses and people, which started
well before the pandemic, will likely continue for the foreseeable
future. Significant high-end manufacturing investments are being
made in markets across Texas and Arizona. Corporate relocations
are continuing from New York, California and Illinois into
Nashville, Charlotte, Austin and Dallas. Companies are unlikely to
reverse course quickly after their multi-billion-dollar investments.
And finally, millennials and baby boomers alike are finding more
comfortable and affordable qualities of life in smaller markets
across the country.

On a relative basis, secondary markets will continue to see strong
operating performance while battling the pressures of new
supply. Gateway markets will underperform their peers in key
operating metrics like rent. Most of all, we as an industry should
prepare for a challenging 2023 as the economy corrects and our
industry hunkers down after a few years of significant volatility. 

NET EFFECTIVE RENT
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